FABULOUS EASTER CRAFT IDEAS FROM BOSTIK

Half the fun of Easter is in the build up and preparation. Making creative Easter crafts with your kids will bring you hours of joy. With Bostik's innovative range it is so easy … choose from these fabulous craft ideas...

SEQUINED EGG CENTREPIECE:

Add some style to your Easter table this year with these beautiful table setting and centrepiece ideas. Your table will be the talk of the town … and they double up as great Easter gifts.

You will need:

- Blown egg
- Florist wire and a bead
- Green or gold tissue paper
- Silver spray paint
- Toothpick and pencil
- Bostik Clear Adhesive
- Bostik Bling Bitz
- Bostik Prestik
- Bostik Blits Stik Super Glue Gel

How to make:

- Paint the blown egg with silver spray paint and set aside to dry.
- Once dry, start at the top of the egg applying Bostik Clear Adhesive to a small area.
- Now attach a small blob of Prestik to one end of a toothpick and use this to pick sequins out of your Bostik Bling Bitz Wheel. Stick the sequins onto the glued area.
- Work in this fashion, in a spiral, until the entire egg is completely covered in sequins.
- **To make the wire stand:** Wind one end of a piece of florist wire around a pencil to form a small spiral and gently insert the spring into the hole at the bottom of the egg leaving enough wire for the stand. Cut leaves from tissue paper and thread through the wire onto the base of the egg. Thread a bead onto the wire until it reaches the egg and secure with a drop of Bostik Blits Stik Super Glue Gel. Wind the other end of the wire around a tot glass to form a round foot, so that when you remove the wire from the glass the egg stands on its own.